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Background screeners know that in a competitive job market, some candi-
dates bend the truth in an effort to stand out. It’s your job to exhaustively 
verify their education, training, work experience and other résumé claims.

CRI Group is here to help. With a wide network of experts spanning 
the globe, our pre-employment screening services will gather information 
that traditional screening services cannot. CRI investigators work deep in 
the field, traveling to remote destinations worldwide to conduct interviews, 
develop resources and even enlist local assistance to verify information.

You Secure Their Future.
We’ll Secure Their Past.

Approximate losses of a bad hire due to severance pay, training, 
wasted human resources time, search firm fees, loss of productivity and 
impact on employee morale.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor.

$40,000

CRIGroup.com  /  zanjum@CRIGroup.com  /  +971 50 9038184  /  +44 7588 454959
New York  /  London  /  Dubai  /  Abu Dhabi  /  Doha  /  Islamabad  /  Singapore  /  Kuala Lumpur

CONTACT US TODAY
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We express our sincere appreciation to 
the advertiser that made it possible for 

us to bring you the 2016-17 Background 
Screening Industry Resource Guide and 

encourage you to use the services of 
these world class companies.
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ABOUT US

PreemploymentDirectory.com is the largest and most comprehensive web based directory of firms 
in the background screening industry. It is designed specifically to make it easy for businesses to 
quickly find a company to meet their needs.

The Directory is an important resource for Human Resources and Hiring Managers interested 
in learning information about background screening. Our Background Screening Knowledge 
Center is one of the most extensive sources for getting a wide array of information on 
background screening.

The Directory is also a valuable tool for employers seeking a background screening provider. It 
contains the largest listing of background screening firms around the world, online or in print.

The Directory consists of several sections to guide organizations quickly to a company that 
will meet their needs:

• The U. S. Domestic Section includes background screening firms (CRAs) that are 
    listed by their location, State by State.
• The International Section includes firms that conduct background screening 
   internationally. These firms are listed by country.

In matter of minutes you can find a information about background screening or a provider to meet 
your needs anywhere in the world.

PreemploymentDirectory.com has become an important resource and tool to support 
organizations meeting their hiring needs. Visit us today and see how easy it is to find information 
about background screening or a provider to meet your needs.

Website: www.PreemploymentDirectory.com

Publications: (all publications can be downloaded from Preeploymentdirectory.com)
- The Background Buzz (the leading online news source for professional 
   background screeners)
- The Global Background Screener (the international news source for 
   professional background screeners.)
- Background Screening Best Practices: Insights from Accredited Background 
   Screening Firms
- 2016-17 Background Screening Industry Resource Guide
- 2016-17 Suppliers to the Background Screening Industry Buyers Guide
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The background checking issues that are getting the most press at this time are class action law suits related 
to FCRA violations, Ban-the-Box laws and legalized marijuana.  Interesting enough while these subjects 

may be the darlings of the media, the consumers of background checks are saying that the important issues 
to them are a bit different:

We recently completed a survey of employer’s background screening practices and preferences at the SHRM Talent 
Management Conference and our first question was – What are the leading challenges that you are experiencing with 
your current background screening service provider that you would like to see corrected or changed? The number 
one response to this question was ‘timeliness of service.’

Two other surveys corroborate the results reported in our survey.

SterlingBackcheck’s 2016 Trends and Best Practices Survey showed that users of background checks were most 
concerned about, turnaround time. The majority of employers (51%) believe background checks take too long. 
Consistent with their focus on reducing time-to-hire, they are all about getting new hires in the door quickly without 
compromising quality or diligence.

HireRights’ 2016 Employment Screening Benchmark Report listed the following as the top challenges:
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BEST PRACTICES FOR SELECTING THE 
RIGHT BACKGROUND SCREENING 
PROVIDER FOR YOUR COMPANY

• Reducing time-to-hire
• Improving screening efficiency 
• Ensuring a better candidate experience

Given that background screening has become an integral part of the selection process for most organizations the focus 
on ‘reducing time-to-hire’ will put pressure on background screening providers to shorten the timeframe for conducting 
background checks. The need for speed may be the new frontier for advances in background screening. The result of 
our survey support this with respondents stating that the 
innovations they are seeking deal with better integration 
of background screening processes with HRIS and ATS 
as well as increasing the use of mobile devices (which will help 
expedite processing time and communications).

“The need for speed may 
be the new frontier for advances 
in background screening.”



Even with speed becoming a critical item employers must remember 
that the landscape for background screening continues to evolve 
which means the importance of selecting a forwarding thinking, 
technology savvy, compliance driven and agile background 
screening partner is essential.

The purpose of this article is to increase your knowledge about the 
selection criteria that you should use to choose a background screening 
firm to partner with you in your quest to select the best talent and to avoid making bad hires. Our focus is to help organizations 
select providers that have the appropriate processes, practices and procedures in place to ensure that the accuracy of information 
provided is as high as possible and delivered fast.  

In general, this means service providers that are:

One of the champions of having an efficient and quick hiring process is John Sullivan, a widely recognized HR guru and employment 
expert who has written extensively about establishing “one day hiring” for high demand, low supply candidates. He discusses the 
process for setting up a ‘one day hiring’ program, cites examples of companies that have used this type process and emphasizes 
that the process maintains a high standard for conducting due diligence on candidates. Much of this is accomplished by flipping 
the traditional process and doing the vetting of the candidate prior to the interview. While this is far from the norm, I believe it is 
foretelling of things to come and that more employers are going to be streamlining their hiring process to make quick hires, and 
will be expecting background screening firms to not be a bottleneck in the process.

So what does all of this have to do with selecting a background screening provider?

I believe the message is clear. The selectors of background screening firms need to focus their attention on providers that have 
highly efficient and quality assured processes in place since these are the backbone for providing fast delivery. Integral to these 
processes is having the right information technology tools.

The background screening industry may be at the precipice of moving from being viewed as a commodity where the cheapest 
price is the driver of selection to now where the fastest deliverer of service is viewed as the prize.

“The background screening industry 
may be at the precipice of moving from 
being viewed as a commodity where the 
cheapest price is the driver of selection 
to now where the fastest deliverer of 
service is viewed as the prize.”

-   Complying with applicable governing laws at the federal, state and local level;
-   Using business practices based on industry standards (many of these are depicted in the 
    accreditation standards established by the National Association of Professional 
    Background Screeners (NAPBS®); 
-   Demonstrating excellence in protecting consumer personal data based on industry ‘best practices’
-   Using certified quality processes

The following are the best practices that we have identified which will help you to select a top notch background 
screening firm to help you meet your hiring needs.

I. Identify the Services that you need and match this against the Providers Demonstrated Service Capabilities:
1. Does the vendor provide ‘Full Service’ background screening services 

                  that will meet your business and hiring needs and include the following?
- Identity verification, social security trace, fingerprint, etc.;
- Federal, state, county and multi-jurisdictions (national) 
  criminal and civil background checks, including misdemeanors, 
  warrants and felonies, when permitted.
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(Currently no one database exists that stores complete up-to-date records for all federal, county, 
state and local criminal records including the FBI’s Interstate Identification System);

2. Does the vendor have the capability to collect information directly from courthouses in jurisdictions appropriate to 

meet your needs?

3. Can the vendor meet your required turnaround time for each type of background check you require? What is their 

average turnaround time? How is turnaround time measured?

4.  Does the vendor use a variety of methods for meeting your request and reporting needs, including Internet based   

tools with 24/7 access from a computer and any mobile device at anytime from anywhere as well as fax, e-mail,   

interactive voice response, and a secure electronic file transfer?

5.  When providing an educational verification, does the vendor verify the legitimacy of the institution as a degree   

granting entity, that the institution is accredited by a legitimate accreditation organization and for foreign    

institutions provide equivalency information to U.S. institutions?

6.  Verify that the vendor is certified in states that require background screening firms to be certified or require a private 

investigator license.

7.  Does the vendor have a clearly demonstrated process in place to fully explain limitations of national or multi-

jurisdictional databases to clients and have a written procedure in place for how criminal hits received from such 

sources will be re-verified?

8.  Does the vendor maintain records regarding how often their databases are updated and make this information 

available to clients upon request?

9.  Will the vendor assist you in developing an effective 

Background Screening Policy, if needed, or if one   

already exists, will they review your policy and make   

recommendations for improvements?

10.  Does the provider give you projected hit rates (what you can 

expect) based on your industry, nature of the jobs you recruit 

for and geographic scope of your recruiting for the  

following categories:

- Criminal background;

- Dispute rate (discrepancy with reported information); and

- Resume verification discrepancy rate.

11. Ask the provider to describe how their company responds to candidate disputes and their problem escalation   

process. Also ask what percentage of the applicants they screen file a formal dispute claim?

12.  Ask the provider about the steps that they take to ensure accuracy of the information they report.

13.  Ask if the same record is reported from multiple sources, how many times it is noted on the report.

“The FCRA requires background 
screening �rms to provide the 
maximum possible accuracy in 
information so make sure you evaluate 
how a provider goes about ensuring 
they are meeting this requirement.”

- Education, professional license and credential   
   verifications;
- Motor vehicle records;
- Employment verifications and reference checks;
- Sexual offender searches;

- Terrorist watch lists;
- Credit history, within legal guidelines;
- Electronic form I-9 services; and
- Federal and state litigation history.
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II. Legal Compliance
1. Require the vendor to certify their compliance with all applicable federal, state and local discrimination,   

consumer reporting, privacy protection, data destruction and other governing laws. 
2.  Verify that the vendor has written procedures in place to ensure that all information sent to the client     

will comply with the law, e.g., arrest records, sealed or expunged records, etc. In addition, does the vendor   
provide all necessary FCRA forms, procedures and training in how to appropriately use, as needed?

3. Does the vendor have an established process in place to monitor and ensure that all ‘data furnishers’    
as defined by FCRA/FACTA, that supply them information about individuals have instituted reasonable policies  
and procedures that (a) ensure the accuracy and integrity of furnished information and (b) allow individuals to   
formally dispute the accuracy of certain information that has been provided about them?

4.  Does the vendor certify that their employees and sub-contractors who have access to personally identifiable   
information, sign a confidentially and non-disclosure agreement that meets your company’s requirements? 
This should include language that addresses new hires and employees leaving the firm. Have your legal 
counsel review the agreements.

5. Does the vendor have a written policy and procedure that clearly articulates the process to be used when 
an adverse criminal record is discovered that complies with the FCRA? At minimum, this should include their   
process for re-verifying the information and/or notifying the applicant at the time the information is reported 
as required by law.

6. Does the vendor have a written policy that details how they investigate and certify that all of their sub-contractors 
are bona fide businesses involved in the legitimate processing of personally identifiable information for a 
permissible purpose as defined by the FCRA?

7. Does the vendor’s policy state that consumer reports will only be issued after a client certifies it will comply 
with the FCRA and applicable federal and state laws? Also, does the policy affirm that access to personally 
identifiable information will only be provided to an authorized representative of your firm as prescribed by the FCRA?

8. Ask the vendor if they update you on changes in legal requirements at the local, state and federal level.
9. Check to see if the vendor can provide guidance regarding ‘Relevance Screening’ (identifies the convictions 

Orange Tree. Hire with Con�dence.™

Employment background 
screening solutions for 
you, your candidates 
and your company

CONTACT US
 
1.800.886.4777 
salesteam@otes.com 
www.orangetreescreening.com
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to consider based on job criteria) to ensure compliance with EEOC and OFCCP Guidelines or has a matrix that 
maps relevance.

10. Ask if the firm has been held liable for their business practices or are currently facing any active claims?
11. If your firm will be conducting background checks on applicants who have lived, studied or worked in another 

country, verify that the vendor complies with current employment and data protection laws in the respective 
countries and is knowledgeable about the Privacy Shield certification process proposed to replace Safe Harbor 
certified by the U.S. Department of Commerce. (Also check the International Resource Center at 
PreemploymentDirectory.com for additional information.)

III. Policies and Procedures
1. Does the vendor certify that all staff, regular, part-time and temporary, have been criminally screened at time  

of hire and ongoing checks are made to ensure employees continue to have acceptable work histories? This 
should be a contractual agreement that is part of the service delivery contract.

2. Does the vendor have a written policy and procedure in place to avoid contacting a current employer if the 
applicant has requested that they not do so?

3. Review the vendor’s policy regarding making employment verification calls to verify the number of times the 
vendor will attempt before closing the search and ensure this meets with your requirements.

IV. Information Technology and Systems
1. Does the vendor have the capability to interface and/or integrate their screening solution with your HRIS and/

or Applicant Tracking System (ATS) to allow information to seamlessly flow in and out of your organization’s HR 
system in a secure manner? 

2. With great advances in smart programming systems, predetermined hiring criteria can be programmed into 
a system so each report on an applicant is graded consistently and fairly. Using rules that apply to the various 
searches conducted during background screening, a system can electronically evaluate all the information to 
yield individual search decisions, as well as an overall recommendation. Does the vendor have this ability to help 
you create a ‘smart’ system?

Sounds like a great idea! If you choose to set up this type of process, you need to exercise great caution to ensure that 
your system does not simply identify ‘pass/hire’ or ‘fail/no hire’ decisions. Otherwise, with the new EEOC Guidance on 
the use of criminal records in background screening you will likely put yourself on a collision course with the EEOC if 
convictions result in automatic denial. 

The new guidance recommends tailoring screening procedures to ensure that they are job related and consistent with 
business necessities; these procedures should include an individualized assessment that considers the following: 

- Identifying essential job requirements and the actual circumstances under which the job will be performed;
- Determining the specific offenses that may demonstrate unfitness for performing the jobs; and
- Determining the duration of exclusions for criminal conduct based on all available evidence.

Remember all selection criteria used must be job related and have business justification. Ideally, the criteria should be 
included in a job description and reviewed by your labor attorney.

V. Training and Client Onboarding
1. Does the vendor have a documented training process in place for all staff that will be involved in processing or  

will have access to personally identifiable information? This training should be offered at the time of hire and on 
an on-going scheduled basis to ensure competency levels are maintained. Training should, at minimum, cover:
- Legal requirements for conducting background screening;
- Effective data protection and privacy to ensure security of information; and
- The essential elements of a background screening policy and key elements of an effective 
   employment background screening program.
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2. The vendor should also be required to provide periodic reports that demonstrate that the training is occurring   
as scheduled.

3. Ask the vendor to describe their process for implementing the transition to their services. Many firms have 
specialist that will guide you through the process.

4. Does the vendor have procedures and processes in place to advise, train and educate clients regarding:
- Their legal responsibilities in conducting background checks;
- How to order, retrieve, read and understand the information provided in a consumer report; and
- Appropriate forms including providing sample documents, which are needed to legally conduct 
   background checks.

VI. Data Protection, Privacy and Security Measures
1. Does the vendor have a written Information Security Policy that adheres to known best practices and provides 

a high level of data protection? Ensure that the vendor policy addresses at minimum the following:

- Details the purpose of the collection of an applicant or employee’s personally identifiable information;
- The intended use and how the information will be shared, stored and destroyed;
- Creates an audit trail of who has accessed information and has a procedure in place to detect, investigate and  
   respond to intrusions; and
- Have procedures in place to mask some or all of the social security number from all reports, as well as obscure 
   the year of birth.

2. Have your Information Technology staff verify that the vendor and any sub-
contractors that are involved with processing personally identifiable 
information:

-  Have system security in place that fully meets your data security requirements 
   and meets background industry standards; and

- Have procedures in place to mask some or all of the social security number 
  from all reports, as well as obscure the year of birth.

3.  Have your Information Technology staff closely scrutinize data security processes for communicating and 
securing data. This is especially important if the firm utilizes independent contractors or home operators for 
court records research, verification services or sends data offshore for processing. In addition, if such practices 
are used by the vendor you should have your Legal Counsel define contractual language to be included in the 
vendor’s agreement with their contractors that addresses:

- The appropriate type and amount of Errors & Omissions insurance coverage that needs to be in force with your 
   firm named as co-beneficiary;

- The contractors and their employees are held to the same requirements and standards as the vendor’s 
  employees;

- Specific procedures exist to ensure your data is protected; and

- All data protection laws are strictly followed.

4.  Your security staff should verify that the vendor and any sub-contractors that process personally identifiable 
information meet your physical security requirements for securing their systems and meets background 
screening industry standards.

5. Verify that a written policy exists that states that an applicant’s personally identifiable information or client 
information is never resold. Make sure this language is built into your contractual agreement.

6. Require the vendor to either provide periodic reports verifying data protection procedures are being followed 
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or to allow their processes to be audited. An emerging practice is the use of the Service Organization Control 
(SOC) 2 Report that is performed in accordance with American Institute of CPAs standards. (A report on 
management’s description of a service organization’s system and the suitability of the design and operating 
effectiveness of controls.)  

7. Verify that the vendor has a Record Retention and Destruction policy that clearly defines how electronic and 
papers records will be destroyed and fully complies with Federal Trade Commission (FTC) regulations.

8. Review the providers data breach policy to ensure it matches your requirements.
9. Review the company’s disaster recovery plan to ensure it meets your company requirements.

VII. Order Management and Notification

1. Does the provider have an Account Management focus that provides continuity of support, assign someone 
to your company that you regularly deal with to gain familiarity with your company’s policies and ways of 
conducting business?

2. Ask vendor to explain their capabilities to support centralized management of orders from many locations or 
conversely, their capabilities to support multiple locations with different policies based on your needs.

3. Ask vendor to describe their capabilities to provide batch ordering services, if needed.
4. Ask them for a sample of the report format and are they willing to customize to meet your needs.

VIII. Quality Assurance

1.  Does the vendor have a documented quality assurance policy and on-going 
process in place to ensure the highest report accuracy is maintained?

2. Ask the vendor if their processes have been audited by a certified external 
organization and the frequency that audits occur.

3. Ask the vendor about anti-fraud steps they take to mitigate the risk created by 
diploma mills, fake resume firms, bogus references, etc.

IX. Financial and Pricing

1. Has the vendor demonstrated financial stability over the last three years? Have your Controller or CPA review.
2. Does the vendor have Errors & Omissions insurance or self-insurance that meets your company requirements?
3. Require the vendor to fully disclose previous litigation within the last five years and any that occurs while the 

contract is in place. Make sure this language is built into your contractual agreement.
4. You need to do a thorough examination of the cost associated with conducting the different type background 

checks, checking alias, scope of the checks, e.g., federal, state, county, number of years that will be checked, 
number of follow up attempts, etc. You should also carefully review the providers’ policies that govern pricing. It 
will be wise to have a person knowledge of background screening to provide input on the providers’ pricing. 

X.  Making Sense of the Answers

The starting point for making sense of the answers to all of these questions is to be very clear about your job requirements 
which include identifying the level of risk associated with performing the duties of the position and the specific skills, 
knowledge, behaviors, traits and experiences that are required to be successful.  A well written job description is the road 
map to success in hiring the right person, presuming that it is used to guide the process.

There should be a clear nexus between the stated risk level and specific skills, knowledge, behaviors, traits and experiences, 
requirements in the job description and the type and scope of background check that should be performed. 
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With this thought in mind, the challenge is to balance the ten factors and the answers to the questions to arrive at a 
conclusion in order to select a background screening firm that best fits your needs. One of the ways we suggest to firms 
to balance the selection decision is to assign an importance weight to each of the factors. This will allow you to score 
providers and make consistent comparisons. The key to this approach is getting the importance rating right so that 
it properly guides your selection process. This is a decision that has strategic importance to the organization’s talent 
management strategy and accordingly, it should have the input of senior stakeholders.

This approach will also help to reduce the subjectivity that can creep into the process. For example, the firm that has the 
slickest and most dazzling presentation may make a great impression, but may not have the same strength of services 
that a less impressive presenting firm has. The driving force behind the selection has to be matching your requirements 
as identified in the importance ratings and the strengths of a given provider.

Another action that we strongly encourage organizations to 
include as part of their selection process is to meet the team of 
people that they will actually be working with; the people that 
will deliver services to them on a day to day basis. During your 
site visit, ask for a meeting with the service delivery personnel 
that will be providing services to your account. This is where the 
synergy between the provider and your organization must be a 
great fit, not just with the Executives and Marketing/Sales team.

Finally, we suggest that you ask for a set of test searches before you make a commitment so you can actually experience 
the providers service firsthand.

Conclusion
A background screening company is an important business partner which your organizations should rely on to help you 
mitigate many of the risk associated with hiring people and to hire the right people.

We have presented many of the essential factors that should be considered to be sure you make an informed decision 
when selecting a background screening firm. In addition to our selection guide, we suggest you review the National 
Association for Professional Background Screeners (NAPBS®) Model Request for Proposal, which includes the key 
questions businesses should be concerned about when selecting a background screening firm (see www.NAPBS.com).
In addition, the following emerging issues, tools and information should be considered: 

The passage of medical marijuana laws in 24 states and the District of Columbia and approval of legal recreational use of 
marijuana by adults in Colorado, Washington, Alaska, Oregon, and the District of Columbia  is causing the need for firms to 
re-examine drug screening policies. In addition, the SAMSHA National Survey on Drug Use and Health reported that “for 
2008-2013, an annual average of 8.7% of full time workers in the 18-64 age range used alcohol heavily and 8.6% used illicit 
drugs in the past month[of the survey], and 9.5% were dependent on or abused alcohol or illicit drugs in the past year.

One practice that continues to grow is Infinity ScreeningTM (see the article on page 13) which has great promise to help 
mitigate hiring risk beyond the identification of potential problem at the prehire stage. Infinity ScreeningTM will continue 
to grow as employers recognize it is a valuable tool to manage and mitigate risk over the life cycle of employment, and 
emerging technologies make it easy to perform.

According to the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) roughly 11% of the background checks conducted by 
firms that encountered fraud did uncover at least one red flag (e.g., prior criminal activity, employment issues, or financial 
problems) regarding the applicant—meaning that the organizations who hired these individuals knew or should have 
known about potential issues but hired the person anyway. In more than 91% of cases, at least one behavioral red flag 
was identified prior to detection, and in 57% of cases two or more red flags were seen.

“There should be a clear nexus between 
the stated risk level  and speci�c skills, 
knowledge, behaviors, traits and 
experiences requirements, and the 
type and scope of background check 
that should be performed.”
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Nationwide, over 100 cities and counties have adopted a form of “ban the box” and as of April 2016, 23 states representing 
nearly every region of the country has implemented a legal policy. In addition, President Obama via Executive Order 
has directed federal agencies to “ban the box” in their hiring decisions and the Fair Chance Act (S. 2021) which would 
ban federal agencies and federal contractors from asking job applicants to disclose criminal histories before making 
conditional job offers has received bipartisan report.

The level of screening of contingent workers continues to grow, however, there is still a gap which leaves organizations 
vulnerable. 

Social media tools will continue to impact employment screening as the search engines and sites like LinkedIn, Facebook 
and Twitter continue to attract business users. We believe that managers everywhere are using these tools to check out 
applicants on their own despite official company policies to the contrary. The challenge for businesses is to find a way to 
harness these new social media tools to maximize their benefit and minimize the risk. 

Global screening continues to grow as more firms operate at a multi-national level and recruiting across country borders 
is becoming commonplace. In 2014, the U.S. Department of Labor indicated that there were 25.7 million foreign born 
workers in the U.S. labor force or 16.5% in total. Couple this with a report by KPMG that showed that 70% of American 
executives indicated intentions to expand their international employee base, the ground work for increasing global 
checks has been laid.

Any future plans dealing with selecting a background screening firm should consider these emerging issues. We hope 
this information is valuable in helping you to select a background screening firm and encourage you to contact us with 
any questions.

About the Author: 
W. Barry Nixon, SPHR, is the COO, PreemploymentDirectory.com, the leading online background 
screening information portal. He is the co-author of ‘Background Screening & Investigations: Managing 
Hiring Risk from the HR and Security Perspective.’ The firm publishes the leading e-magazine for 
professional background screeners, The Background Buzz, the only international focused e-magazine, 
The Global Background Screener, both of which are award winning publications. Barry can be contacted 
at wbnixon@preemploymentdirectory.com or directly at 1(949) 770-5264.

Disclaimer: Any use of the recommendations included in this article should be done under the auspices of a knowledgeable labor attorney 
and/or expert consultant with specialized knowledge of background screening. There is no intent to provide legal advice in any form.
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The candidate’s credentials were outstanding.  Undergraduate and graduate degrees from a prestigious university.  He 
presented an exceptional work history with long-term management positions at two Fortune 500 companies.  He had a 
clear criminal record in the area where he lived for over twenty years.  There was just one problem.  It was all a lie.

The candidate had applied to become the VP of IT Security at our client, a prestigious professional service firm.  He was 
offered the position contingent on a successful background investigation.  He interviewed well and the hiring managers 
liked everything about him.  He was brought on board to fill a critical need before the background investigation was 
complete.  The hiring turned out to be a mistake.  

In this artlcle, we will discuss the important difference between a background “check” and a background investigation.  
The true case of the IT candidate mentioned above will be used to illustrate the importance of going beyond a superficial 
inquiry when screening employees, especially those applying for key positions within your organization.  The example 
discussed throughout this article is not an anomaly.  The concerns raised by this one case are issues my firm sees every 
day as candidates lie and embellish their credentials to obtain positions for which they are unqualified.  Unfortunately, for 
many employers performing superficial background checks, the concerns would never have been uncovered by a basic 
background check and often lie dormant until a serious issue arises post-hire. 

The Cost of a Bad Hire
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce estimates that theft by employees costs American companies $20 billion to $40 billion a 
year. The chamber also reports that an employee is 15 times more likely than a nonemployee to steal from an employer. 
Most of the perpetrators of these crimes against employers did not have a previous criminal record.  Yet many employers 
believe a cheap and quick criminal background check is sufficient to combat employee theft.  Unfortunately, they are 
relying upon information that is minimally predictive of the conduct they seek to curtail.  

In addition to relying upon the wrong information, employers often get wooed into a false sense of security since the 
majority of candidates have clear criminal histories.  Since the vast majority of criminal background checks come back 
clear, some employers fall into the trap of believing that candidate vetting is little more than a formality that can be 
accomplished with some quick database searches and a basic criminal background check.  For the professional service 
firm discussed earlier in this article, their clear rate was at 98%.  But they realize that background screening is not about 
clearing the 98%.  It is about avoiding the 2% that can wreak havoc in your organization.  And those 2% of candidates are 
capable of some incredible deception.  

ARE YOU PERFORMING BACKGROUND 
CHECKS OR BACKGROUND INVESTIGATIONS?

The Difference is Critical to the Success of Your Business 
By: Kevin Prendergast, President and General Counsel
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In over 50 years of conducting background investigations, my firm has found that deception can take many forms.  It may 
provide some comfort to know your candidate has a clear criminal record.  But it is equally important to determine whether 
a candidate has falsified their education or employment history.  This will help ensure both their professional qualifications 
and their integrity.  Avoiding employee theft and criminal behavior are important objectives to a background screening 
program.  But equally important is ensuring that the individual possesses the requisite skills and qualifications to do the 
job they are hired to perform.  Unqualified and incompetent employees cost employers dearly since those employees 
rarely work out, can damage a client relationship and require significant resources to fix the problems they cause.

A recent study indicates that a problem employee will cost his or her employer 125% of their annual salary.  This figure 
includes: (1) amounts paid to the employee for salary and benefits; (2) recruiting and training costs; (3) management 
time dealing with “the problem;” and (4) termination costs and replacement expenses.  Assuming one in every 20 job 
applicants is ill-qualified, consider this example of the potential ROI of a comprehensive background screening program:

A comprehensive background investigation will go well-beyond a database check or mere criminal history search. An 
in-depth background investigation will verify the applicant’s educational credentials, employment history, professional 
licenses and other pertinent information.  But obtaining that information is just the start.  Unlike a background check, a 
true investigation will not only obtain this data, it will dig into conflicting and discrepant findings and take the extra steps 
to uncover the truth. As illustrated above, the cost for these in-depth searches are typically one percent or less of the cost 
of one bad hire.  

The Cell Phone Deception
Mobile phones have become an indispensable tool for both personal and business life.  They are also an instrument for 
deception. An investigator can never assume that the party on the other end of a cell phone call is legitimate.  

Our IT candidate discussed above had provided two employment references from his previous employers and their cell 
phone numbers. The references confirmed his management-level titles, dates of employment and provided glowing 
remarks about his job performance. However, the official company records did not confirm either employment.  

When confronted with this discrepancy, the candidate pushed back. He claimed that the HR records were incorrect. He 
produced real-looking payroll records and an offer letter from each company. The hiring manager was satisfied. The HR 
professionals were not. Our investigator dug deeper.

The profiles for the two references and the job candidate were accessed through an on-line source. The employment 
history on the references’ profiles did not show that they had worked with the applicant at the companies where 
employment was claimed.  Rather, the three had worked together at a start-up company a few years earlier.  Employment 
records were also negative for the references at the firms where they claimed to work.  Neither of the references nor the 
applicant had ever worked at the firms.

Accepting cell phone verifications is acceptable to some lesser background screening firms. However, nothing short 
of an official verification through the company should be accepted. There is no way to really know who is on the other 
end of a cell phone and these phones can be obtained easily and inexpensively.  We are seeing this type of deception 
more frequently and counsel our clients not to accept this information without an official verification directly from the 
information source.  

Administrative Employee. 
- $28,000 Annual Salary. 
- 125% of Salary= $35,000   
- Cost of comprehensive BI $350

Professional Employee
- $80,000 Annual Salary.
- 125% of Salary= $100,000
 - Cost of Comprehensive BI $500
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The Educational Fraud

Fake diplomas can be created on a laptop and cheap printer in minutes. The same is true with educational transcripts.  We 
regularly see fake documents from candidates who claim degrees that were never obtained.  

When our investigator attempted to verify the undergraduate and graduate degrees for the IT candidate, she was advised 
that there was a financial hold on the applicant’s records for failure to pay a bill- from 1993.  Because of this, the university 
was refusing to provide any information regarding the applicant.  The degrees could not be confirmed.  When confronted 
with this information, the applicant produced official looking transcripts and a copy of his diplomas showing both 
degrees.  He even produced a recent background check from a lesser firm that verified the educational history based 
upon his transcripts and diplomas. Our investigator was not convinced.

The investigator contacted the university and asked to speak directly with the registrar. The situation was explained and 
the investigator offered to forward the documents at issue to the registrar for verification. The issue was presented not as 
an educational verification but rather a check into whether there had been academic fraud.  The registrar agreed to review 
the documents and immediately contacted us after his review.  The documents were fraudulent. The applicant had been 
getting away with a lie for over 20 years by refusing to pay a bill and thereby blocking access to his academic records.

Unfortunately, educational fraud has become more common as the job market has tightened. Candidates are willing to 
take a chance and lie since there is often no penalty for getting caught. Without our investigator taking the extra steps 
and looking through what the candidate presented, this candidate may have been hired into an IT security position. A 
cheap background check would not have discovered these issues.  A background investigation uncovered the truth.  

The Undisclosed Address

During the course of the investigation, an address history was developed for the applicant showing an address in New 
York for most of his adult life.  But an odd address popped up in another state. The odd address could have been easily 
ruled out since the applicant had a common name. A cheap provider would have ignored the address.  When confronted 
with the address, the applicant denied any connection.

Applicants will often fail to disclose an address where a problem arose so as to avoid detection of that problem.  In this 
case, the out-of-town address was checked and a criminal record was found. The record indicated that the defendant was 
part of a scheme of stealing laptop computers from his employer and then selling them on-line. However, the on-line 
court data did not reveal any identifiers for the defendant.  

Better investigative firms will have a national network of affiliates who can go to the various court repositories and obtain 
records. We contacted our field representative who went to the court and copied the criminal file. Deep in the court 
records, we found a social security number, date of birth and a signature of the defendant on a plea agreement. The 
identifying information was matched to the applicant and the signature was matched to onboarding documents that the 
applicant had executed when hired.  Incredibly, the applicant was still on active probation from the criminal case and was 
making monthly restitution payments.    

Obviously, our client removed the employee from his position. Certainly, the recent criminal case was enough to deny 
this individual employment.  But the education fraud and fictional employment history provided grounds to take adverse 
action as well.    

Unfortunately, many companies still believe that background screening is an area to cut corners and go cheap. Quick and 
dirty background checks can be performed on-line with little or no interaction between the company and the screening 
firm.  But a savvy candidate can easily defeat these background checks because basic checks are not designed to uncover 
fraud and deception.  What a company saves in utilizing the services of a cheap provider is easily lost in one bad hire.
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About The Author

There is a difference between performing a background check and conducting a background investigation. If a company 
is not performing thorough investigations, they are missing quite a bit of information. Additionally, a better firm will 
provide compliance support to assist employers through the tangled web of federal, state and local laws regulating 
background investigations. At RAI, we have developed an on-line platform which manages the compliance process 
for our clients, including all of the necessary documents for initiating an investigation, conducting adverse action and 
handling applicant disputes. 
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Employment Background screening has been around a long time. It has become ubiquitous and is inexplicably 
tied to the employment hiring process. Its’ estimated that more than 90 percent of all businesses and organizations 
conduct some form of pre-employment background check. 

Despite its longevity we see change coming to background screening. The change we see emerging is infinity 
screening. Infinity screening is the process of conducting background checks on current employees on 
a periodic or on-going basis to stay informed about life changes which could create increased risk for your 
organization. The terms infinity screening, continuous screening, reoccurring screening and post hire screening 
are synonymous and are used interchangeably. 

We originated the term infinity screening in 2006 when the data base technology for being able to conduct 
on-going or reoccurring screening emerged. We saw the “hand writing on the wall” and that the dye had been 
cast for significant change to occur in the background screening industry. It has been a slow and arduous 
journey, but every year more and more firms are moving to conducting infinity screens. HireRight reported in 
their 2015 Annual Benchmark report that 46 percent of their survey respondents were conducting re-occurring 
background checks  up from 32 percent in the 2014 Benchmark Report.

Infinity screening is taking hold because employers are beginning to learn and understand that pre-hire 
detection of problem behavior is not enough to forestall or foretell future bad behavior that creates risk for 
the organization. Its’ no surprise to any experienced business manager that at the core of risk and threats to 
businesses are the people they employ. Employees account for a significant portion of risk including:

Along with understanding the reality of the risk and threat associated with hiring people the technology that 
enables continuous screening to happen real time has continued to progress as well. With the advent of cloud 
computing the capabilities have leaped forward.

Rather than scanning one time, or on a regular schedule 
of intervals (such as every few years), organizations now 
have the power to perpetually evaluate risk post-hire as 
life events, and identity data, evolves. Using Personnel 
risk assessment technology in a continuous screening 
model, sophisticated analytics can be unleashed to assess 
risk factors in real-time and proactively alert managers to 
potential issues before they escalate. A shift to continuous 
post-hire monitoring for the latest actionable information 
is now possible. 1

“Using Personnel risk assessment 
technology to continuously screen 
assesses risk factors in real-time 
and proactively alerts managers to 
potential issues before they escalate.”

THE EMERGENCE OF INFINITY SCREENING: 
MOVING BACKGROUND SCREENING FROM PRE-HIRE PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

TO A THREAT MANAGEMENT TOOL THAT HELPS TO MITIGATE RISK

• Theft embezzlement
• Identify theft
• Industrial espionage

• Data breaches 
• Reputation damage
• Workplace violence

?
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Technology also helps organizations visualize threats and prioritize based on various factors, which can be 
customized for industry. For instance, the transportation industry may weight a DUI as a riskier trait than the 
finance industry, whereas the healthcare industry views delinquent payments as a bigger problem. Each industry 
faces its own unique challenges in meeting regulations and mandates, but a continuous screening platform can 
help organizations make sense of it all.2

One example of a company using a software program to continuously check  public records for everything from 
DUIs to bankruptcies, and alert officials when something happens to an employee that creates a potential risk. A 
company official shared, “If you go out and get a ticket for jaywalking, we don’t care. [however,] “If you’re working in 
financial markets we may want to know about liens, judgments, 
civil actions that could indicate someone is in financial trouble 
and more likely to do something wrong.”

Before this same company began using the continuous 
monitoring software, they performed an initial background 
check when a person was hired, and followed up with checks 
every three years after. By monitoring public records across 
the country, they are now alerted when a worker is arrested 
or convicted for an offense that would trigger concern for the 
employer, saving time and money by not having to conduct 
screens on workers who have no change in their status. “We re-screen only those who indicate to us through 
alerts that we need to look deeper,” he said. “The alerts find needles in haystacks for us.”

Alerts helped identify three workers who had died, uncovered a first-degree murder conviction for one worker 
and exonerated another worker whose brother had stolen his identity and was arrested.

Before the firm began checking public records, they wouldn’t have screened any of those people until they 
came back up on their periodic check.

Another case further illustrates the impact of using a continuous screening model on the ability to make 
pro-active informed decisions. Note the name of the actual firm in the case has been changed.

The Acme XYZ company identified the following risk they were concerned about and wanted to find 
ways to mitigate these Issues:

 1.  Acme is bound to background screening standards that are based on the Department of Homeland      
  Security (DHS) and Transportation Administration (TSA) lists of Disqualifying Criminal Offenses; 
  in addition to the Fair Credit Reporting Act and the guidelines set by the Equal Employment  
  Opportunity Commission (EEOC). 
 2.    Acme is required to conduct pre-screening and rescreening upon every 3 year anniversary of more 
  than 30,000 employees. 
 3.  Acme is concerned that their current background screening requirements, as well as the   
  process do not provide consistent, timely and accurate risk assessments per employee. 
  Significant changes may occur during a 3  year period which may impact the risk profile and  
  ultimately impact employment eligibility. More frequent traditional background checks are cost  
  prohibitive. 
 4.  Acme’s has a policy requiring employees to self-report violations of their policies or significant  
  life events, however, based on analysis of policy results the reporting policy is deemed ineffective. 

The company implemented a trial of a ‘continuous monitoring service’ that conducted continuous screening of 
their workforce and the outcomes produced are listed below: 

During the initial 3 month period that the Company used the Continuous Monitoring Service, over 800 identity 

“We are now alerted when a 
worker is arrested or convicted 
for an offense that would trigger 
concern, saving time and money 
by not having to conduct screens 
on workers who have no change 
in their status.”
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changes were identified, of which there were twenty four (24) actionable alerts that had the potential to disqualify the 
noted persons from continued employment in a sensitive position.
The following is a list of the actionable alerts received during the initial 3 months which were deemed disqualifying upon 
actual investigation. 

The level of risk associated with the ‘actionable alerts’ clearly depends on the nature of the work and sensitivity of job that 
is being performed, however, having the information positions the employer to be able make an informed decision as 
oppose to getting blindsided by negative information.

The above examples illustrate the true value of using a continuous screening model and shows how real time alerts can 
provide actionable information. Armed with this level of specific information managers are positioned to make decisions 
on how to best reduce or mitigate their risk when derogatory information is discovered about an employee.

It should be noted that it is important that firms using continuous screening understand that identifying derogatory 
information on an employee does not mean automatic termination and should simply be grounds for an investigation 
to ensue. This is where an individual assessment is very important and all the relevant information needs to be examined 
starting with is there a nexus between the negative information and the nature of the work being performed. For example, 
the alert identifies that an employee has been convicted of robbery and their job is parking cars. It’s a clear nexus between 
the two and finding the employee another position or termination might be in order. Whereas, an employee convicted 
for possession of child pornography that works on a manufacturing production line would be a steeper hill to climb in 
showing a nexus between the two, despite how much disdain you might have for the wrong doing. The point being each 
case must be looked at based on the unique circumstance and variables relevant to the situation, but above all, avoid 
blanket policies. And, before you take any actions be sure to consult your attorney.

If you have not already started to use Infinity Screening now may be a good time to explore adding it to your threat 
management toolbox and risk mitigation tools. 
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Bookings/Arrest :
(1) Criminal possession, with intent to sell 10 lbs. 
marijuana 
(3) Unnamed offenses 
(1) Drug related, intent to sell 

Criminal-State 
(1) Criminal possession of stolen property 
(1) Criminal possession of controlled substance 
(1) Criminal possession of a weapon 
(1) Robbery 2nd degree 
(1) Assault 1st degree 
(1) Injury/risk of injury to minor – sexual nature 
(1) Felony possession of controlled substance 
(2) Receiving stolen property 
(1) Endangered welfare of a child; photo sexual act 
(1) Unnamed offense 

Recorded Death: 
(3) Death 

Sanctions 
(4) Prohibition from working on NJ Government Contracts

Sex Offender 
(1) Multiple sexual offenses 
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Data Breaches Make Headlines

Several widespread and well-publicized data breaches in recent months have made information security a top priority for 
background screening firms in today’s digital age. As a result, background check firms that deal with Personally Identifiable 
Information (PII) of consumers must be on constant guard against unwanted data breaches and embarrassing cases of identity 
theft that can affect millions of people.

Information security and data breaches have become big news and big business. Information protection is a critical concern 
for any business hoping to prevent embarrassing and costly data breaches that can harm a company’s reputation and bottom 
line. The following cases of recent data breaches are just a few examples among many of why businesses need to protect their 
data from unwanted visitors.

Recent Private Sector Examples

In March 2016, Home Depot Inc. agreed to pay a total $19.5 million – $13 million to settle class action lawsuits and $6.5 million 
for identity protection services – to compensate approximately 50 million consumers affected by a massive data breach in 
2014. Home Depot also agreed to improve information security and hire a Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) as part of 
the settlement agreement.

In September 2015, credit reporting agency Experian discovered a data breach where an unauthorized party accessed records 
containing information of T-Mobile users that included names, addresses, dates of birth, and Social Security numbers (SSNs). 
Experian notified appropriate federal and international law enforcement agencies and took additional security steps to prevent 
future data breaches. 

Also in September 2015, Sony Pictures Entertainment reached a settlement to end class action lawsuits resulting from a data 
breach hack first revealed in November 2014 that exposed the personal information of thousands of Sony employees online. 
The lawsuit claimed Sony Pictures did not take adequate measures to prevent the incident that compromised the personal 
information of thousands.

Government Data Breaches

Even the United States government is not immune to suffering an embarrassing data breach. In July 2015, the U.S. Office of 
Personnel Management (OPM) announced that information including Social Security Numbers (SSNs) for 21.5 million people 
were compromised in a data breach involving the background checks of current, former, and prospective Federal employees 
and contractors.

International Concerns

The issue of information security also rose to prominence on the international stage. In March 2016, the European Union (EU) 
Commission and the United States (US) agreed on a new transatlantic data transfer framework called the EU-US Privacy Shield 
that reflects the requirements set by the October 6, 2015 ruling by the European Court of Justice that declared the previous 
Safe Harbor framework invalid.

Information Security a Top Priority for 
Employers Due to Recent Data Breaches

By Dawn Standerwick, Vice President Strategic Growth of Employment Screening Resources (ESR) 
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The EU-US Privacy Shield places more obligations on U.S companies that handle the personal data of Europeans to protect that 
data and stronger monitoring and enforcement by the U.S. Department of Commerce and Federal Trade Commission (FTC) 
that includes robust enforcement, clear safeguards and transparency, and effective protection of EU citizens’ rights with several 
redress possibilities.

How Screening Companies Can Best Guard Against Data Breaches 

So how does a screening firm protect consumers’ information used for background check reports from embarrassing data 
breaches? A background screening firm, such as Employment Screening Resources® (ESR) that has achieved accreditation by 
the National Association of Professional Background Screeners (NAPBS) and undergoes annual SSAE 16 SOC 2 Type 2 audits has 
safeguards in place against unauthorized users and unwanted intrusions. 

NAPBS Accreditation

Since its inception, the NAPBS believed there is a strong need for a singular cohesive industry standard and so created the 
Background Screening Agency Accreditation Program (BSAAP). Governed by strict requirements and measurements, the BSAAP 
is an industry “seal” representing a screening firm’s commitment to excellence, accountability, high professional standards, and 
institutional improvement.

To become accredited, a Consumer Reporting Agency (CRA) must pass a rigorous onsite audit, conducted by an independent 
auditing firm, of its policies and procedures as they relate to six critical areas of the Background Screening Agency Accreditation 
Program (BSAAP): Consumer/Data Protection; Legal Compliance; Client Education; Product Standards; Service Standards; and 
Business Practices.

The cornerstone of NAPBS Accreditation is ‘Clause 1.1 Information Security Policy’ which states CRAs shall have a Written 
Information Security Policy (WISP) to protect consumer information from internal and external unauthorized access and cover 
issues such as acceptable use, intrusion detection, data retention/destruction, information sensitivity, passwords, user access, 
and physical security. 

Founded in 2003 as a non-profit trade association, the NAPBS represents the interests of more than 800 member companies 
around the world that offer background screening. Approximately 10 percent of NAPBS member screening organizations are 
accredited.  

SSAE 16 SOC (Service Organization Control) 2 Type 2 Auditing

To add an additional layer of audited information security capability, a background screening firm may, like ESR, undergo 
yearly SSAE 16 SOC (Service Organization Control) 2 Type 2 audit to ensure that the company meets the high standards of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) to protect the privacy, security, and confidentiality of consumer data 
used for background checks.   Annual SOC2 audits demonstrate a greater commitment to and confirms the effectiveness of 
data protection policies and procedures.  This is particularly important for publically traded companies and regulated industries 
with strict data protection requirements such as those in the banking, investment and mortgage brokerage industries.  

SOC 2® audit reports are becoming increasingly important to businesses seeking assurance about the effectiveness of controls 
surrounding security, confidentiality, and privacy of the systems and information used by screening companies to process the 
background check orders of their clients. Definitive assurance is only provided through an independent SOC 2® audit report. 
ESR’s SOC 2® report demonstrates competency in protecting confidential and personal information of clients and their 
employees from unauthorized access and use. This growing concern in today’s digital world needs to be addressed head-on. 
ESR is committed to protecting any and all information used in the company’s background screening services. To learn more, 
visit www.esrcheck.com/SOC-2/. 

About the Author 

Dawn Standerwick is Employment Screening Resources’ (ESR) Vice President Strategic Growth. She has more than 25 years of 
experience in workforce screening solutions with extensive knowledge of background screening, substance abuse testing and 
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NAPBS government relations committee and participates in legislative advocacy efforts on behalf of the association. 
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ESR is a strategic choice.  We believe companies deserve a background screening partner they can rely upon to consistently 
deliver fast, accurate, affordable and compliant information through an innovative, highly-integrated solution that supports 
employer compliance to comply with ever-changing laws.  

ESR is both accredited by the NAPBS and is audited yearly for SOC 2® compliance, a distinction held by a small percentage of 
background screening firms.   Learn more about ESR at www.esrcheck.com.
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24/7 live customer support with dedicated account managers.

Cutting edge technology that provides customized solutions for employment management systems, 
web based program solutions, seamless integration, and robust reporting.

Accurate data with automatic review of non-negative criminal records.

Industry leading turnaround times.

Compliance consultants to ensure compliance with state and federal regulations.

NNational Criminal Database and Sex Offender, County, State, Federal, and Civil records.

100+ Applicant Tracking Systems to choose from and a standardized easy integration API!

Cutting edge Job / Skill / Fit Testing as well as never before seen Character and Integrity testing! Let 
us introduce you to the newest and most dynamic hiring tools available in the market today!

Exclusive access to FDA approved technologies like EFA (Electro-Diagnostic Functional 
Assessments) - Cut soft tissue workers comp claims by a minimum of 45%!

Employment, Education, Personal, Professional, and Licensing Verifications.

EEmployment Credit, MVR, and Drug Screening.
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Shield Screen, LLC. is an accredited national background screening company that specializes in quick, accurate 
criminal and verification services.  Shield’s goal is to takes a hands-on approach in crafting customized solutions 
that provide you with the information you need to on-board and maintain solid, well qualified employees, in a 
cost effective manner.

We have combined our technology, service and processes with our products to improve compliance, 
turnaround times, and more!  Shield offers:

SHIELD SCREENING
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But, Background Screening Is An Important 
Hiring Tool To Help You Hire People With The 

Skills You Want And Avoid Bad Hires.

IT’S NOT SEXY!



Operating secure, compliant, and insured since 1997, Atlantic Personnel 
& Tenant Screening, Inc. has stayed committed to its founding principles: 
provide the highest-quality customer service with advanced technology 
& historically low prices.

You will be amazed at Atlantic’s balance of paperless, ATS interfacing, 
mobile friendly, applicant interactive technology with dedicated, 
knowledgeable and caring customer service that does not use voicemail, 
we just pick up the phone when it rings.  

Headquartered in Palm Beach Gardens, FL, we serve a long list of satisfied 
customers nationally & in our hometown. 

See more at http://www.atlanticscreening.com or please call 877-747-
2104 for details and pricing.

Douglas Avdellas
President
Atlantic Personnel & Tenant Screening, Inc.
8895 N. Military Trail #301C
Palm Beach Gardens, 
Florida 33410
877-747-2104 X 6010-Toll Free
davdellas@atlanticscreening.com
www.atlanticscreening.com

Applicant Insight is a global provider of background screening, substance abuse 
testing and occupational health screening services.    

Our background screening solutions are accredited by the Background Screening 
Credentialing Council (BSCC) as recognized by the National Association of 
Professional Background Screeners (NAPBS) Background Screening Agency 
Accreditation Program (BSAAP). 

We offer an extensive array of screening services and integrated technology-
driven solutions. Ai’s secure, web based platforms and integrations provide 
seamless data exchange with leading third party ATS and HRIS solutions.  

NomoreformsTM, our proprietary, patented solution provides paperless 
onboarding of applicants through a web-based interactive interface and 
backend-management-portal eliminating paper-intensive processes. 

R

Contact Information:

(800) 771.7703
sales@ainsight.com
www.ainsight.com
www.nomoreforms.com
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Ben Goldberg
CEO
Aurico - a CareerBuilder company
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Aurico  is  an  NAPBS  accredited  and  ISO  9001:2008  certified  background 
screening and drug testing company. Founded in 1991, Aurico provides clients 
with  high-quality  screening,  compliance  support,  and  paperless  solutions.  
Ranked #1 Overall two years in a row on HRO Today’s Baker’s Dozen Customer 
Satisfaction  list  of  top  screening  providers,  Aurico  is  a  leader  in  customer 
service.  Our  award-winning  WebACE™  screening  platform  is  pre-integrated 
with applicant tracking systems for efficient screening. As a winner of the 2014 
BBB  Torch  Award  for  Marketplace  Ethics,  Aurico  exemplifies  the  highest 
standards in  ethical  behavior  and business  practices  towards our  customers, 
employees, and communities.

116 West Eastman Street
Arlington Heights, IL  60004
847-890-4030
847-255-1896
bgoldberg@aurico.com
www.aurico.com
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Lisa May
Senior Vice President
Data Facts, Inc.
8520 Macon Rd, Ste 101
Tennessee, USA 38018
Telephone Number: (901) 260-7902
Email Address: lisa@datafacts.com
Web Site: www.datafacts.com

We invite you to experience the Data Facts difference.

Since 1989, Data Facts has provided information employers can trust and rely 
on  to  make  sound  hiring  decisions.  Staying  apprised  of  industry  regulations 
allows  us  to  provide  comprehensive  background  screening  solutions  to  our 
clients in a variety of industries. Our NAPBS accreditation, SOC 1 and SOC 2 and 
FCRA  certifications,  along  with  active  roles  on  the  NCRA  board,  demonstrate 
our commitment to internal and client compliance.

Cutting  edge  technology,  operational  excellence,  and  a  U.S.  based, 
personalized service team has solidified Data Facts as an industry leader 
for almost three decades.
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From its inception in 2008, Candid Research was designed to meet the challenging 
demands of the employer. We understood there was a problem getting quality 
pre-employment background checks quickly. So, we analyzed the search process 
and saw the opportunity for optimization. Our average turn-around time for 
county criminal searches is 8.72 hours, without ever compromising quality. In fact, 
most of our clients experience same-day results on searches that used to take 
weeks with other providers. Come see first-hand how much you will like our 
service. We’ll even give you the first check for free! 

Patricia Cinkle
President
Candid Research, Inc.
3111 N. Tustin St. Suite  280
Orange
CA 92865 USA
714-586-5314
pati@candidresearch.com
www.candidresearch.com
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Edge Information Management, Inc., established in 1991, is a privately 
held national provider of employment screening services dedicated to 
furnishing employers with accurate background screening, drug testing 
and electronic i-9/E-Verify services at cost-effective rates. Edge delivers 
services to each client via the internet through its proprietary software 
(WebScreenSM), portal or integration with a variety of industry leading 
ATS systems.  The ability to combine “big business” technology with 
“small business” customer service is the value most appreciated by its 
clients. The NAPBS Accreditation exemplifies Edge’s dedicated focus on 
delivering accurate information quickly and in compliance with hiring 
federal and state regulations. 

Nate Archibald
Marketing
Edge Information Management
1682 West Hibiscus Blvd.
Florida, 32901
USA
800-725-3343
info@edgeinformation.com
www.EdgeInformation.com

Employment Background 
Investigations, Inc.
PO Box 629
Owings Mills, MD 21117
USA
1.800.324.7700
1.410.486.0730
sales@ebiinc.com

Employment Background Investigations, Inc. (EBI) is a technology-driven innovator 
and leader in providing domestic and global pre-employment background checks, 
drug testing, occupational health screening, and I-9 compliance solutions for 
employers. EBI specializes in the development, implementation and management 
of comprehensive and customized employment screening programs for over 5,000 
clients worldwide. EBI boasts an industry-leading customer retention rate, thanks 
in part to their 100% US-based customer care team. 

9001:2008 Certified for Quality Management.  EBI is also accredited through the 
National Association of Professional Background Screeners (NAPBS) Background 
Screening Agency Accreditation Program.  EBI is the only NAPBS Accredited 
background screening firm in the world to be both ISO 27001 and 9001 Certified.

www.ebiinc.com EBI is proud to be ISO 27001:2013 Certified for information security and ISO 
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For over 20 years, ESS has partnered with companies to minimize risk, 
protect their assets, their reputations and safeguard their employees. 
ESS is a top 10, national risk management solutions provider, focusing 
on background screening, drug testing and specialized security and 
investigative services. ESS serves clients in all 50 states as well as 
internationally. Minimize Risk… Maximize Results.

Jason Kimbrell, COO
ESS
P: 205-879-0143
Toll free: 866-859-0143
www.es2.com
jkimbrell@es2.com

ESR is a strategic choice. 
 
We believe employers deserve a background screening partner they can rely upon to 
consistently deliver fast, accurate, affordable, and compliant information through an 
innovative, time saving solution that supports compliance with ever-changing laws.  
 
ESR is integrated with the most visible applicant tracking solutions and HR technologies 
to ensure a seamless user experience for our clients and the candidate. 
 
Our firm is accredited by the National Association of Professional Background Screeners 
(NAPBS) and has completed a SOC2 audit which validates our commitment to privacy, 
security and confidentiality in the protection of customer and third-party data, both 
distinctions have been achieved by a select few screening firms.
 
ESR’s offering is unique and beyond compare.  Contact us to learn how we solve your 
greatest screening, compliance and process challenges.

Dawn Standerwick
Vice President, Strategic Growth
Employment Screening Resources (ESR)
(415) 761.9027 Direct
(888) 999.4474 x 225
 
dstanderwick@esrcheck.com
www.esrcheck.com
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BUILD YOUR TEAM WITH CONFIDENCE

Since 1993, Global Investigative Services, Inc. (Global) has been serving and assisting 
American businesses, agencies and institutions, both here and abroad, in securing 
qualified employees with its complete array of investigative screening services.

Global focuses on five key components to deliver the best service available in the 
industry:

      Accuracy of Information
      Timeliness
      Consistency
      Reliability and Security
      Professionalism

Our guarantee to you is a safe, fast and affordable process for conducting 
background checks that are accurate and compliant while at the same time 
delivering exceptional person-to-person support.

Global Investigative Services, Inc.
1700 Rockville Pike
Suite 230
Rockville, MD 20852
Ph. 800-589-6595
Fax: 301-589-6055
www.gispi.com
global@gispi.com 
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As the trusted partner of over 45,000 organizations worldwide, we at First 
Advantage provide easy-to-understand background checks so you can 
confidently make decisions about prospective employees, vendors and 
renters. Not only does this safeguard your brand, but you also arrive at 
dramatically better background insights – insights you can rely on.

Access criminal record searches; education, employment, and 
professional license verifications; global sanction searches; credit checks; 
I-9 processing; fingerprint screening and drug testing and more. It’s time 
to partner with First Advantage. Now in 27 locations, 13 countries and 
conducting over 54 million international background screens annually on 
16.8 million applicants.

First Advantage
solutions@fadv.com
844.317.4232
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Charles Esposito
Chairman
InfoMart
1582 Terrell Mill Road
Marietta, GA, USA 30067
770-984-2727

 

sales@infomart-usa.com
www.backgroundscreening.com

 

InfoMart is an industry leader in background screening services, providing 
businesses the information they need to make well-informed hiring decisions. 
With more than 26 years in business, InfoMart is a pioneer in developing 
innovative technology and screening services, from criminal searches to 
employment verifications. Accredited by the National Association of Professional 
Background Screeners (NAPBS), a designation earned by only 10% of the 
industry, InfoMart has been repeatedly recognized on Security Magazine’s 
Security 500 and Workforce Magazine’s Hot List. The company prides itself on its 
customer dedication, innovation, and accurate reporting. For more information, 
please visit www.backgroundscreening.com or call (770) 984-2727. 

HR ProFile, Inc. is a full-service, trusted, industry leader with over 25 years of 
experience in all areas of Employment Screening. We provide a full range of 
Background Checks, Drug Testing, Employment and Education Verification, 
integration to several applicant tracking systems and a variety of strategic partners 
servicing clients in all industries nationally and internationally. We partner with 
our clients to ensure best hiring practices and EEOC and Fair Credit Reporting Act 
(FCRA) compliance. HR ProFile provides market leading innovations, customized 
and scalable solutions and package pricing, as well as unparalleled personal and 
professional customer service. 

Visit us at http://www.hrprofile.com

800-969-4300
info@hrprofile.com
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If your current employment screening company merged with a larger 
corporation and you’re tired of dealing with their BAD Customer Service, 
schedule a live demo with MBI Worldwide today!   

●  Compliant
●  Accurate
●  Simple
●  Quick
●  Integrated

Call MBI Worldwide today at 866-ASK-4-MBI  (866-275-4624)

“Good Screening is SMART Business”

AWARD-WINNING CUSTOMER SERVICE

Brian Chapman
CEO
MBI Worldwide, Inc.
200 Central Avenue
Suite 820
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
866-275-4624
sales@mbiworldwide.com
www.mbiworldwide.com

Ken Kunsman
Chief Marketing Officer

      •  Pure focus on international
      •  Largest global coverage
      •  Industry-best compliance and TAT
      •  History of quality
      •  Best-in-class vendor management

Let’s work together to build your international reach.

International may be 20% of your business, but it’s 100% of ours. Our partners 
have excellent domestic practices. They count on ISS for the rest of the world.  
ISS is committed to being the industry’s best wholesale partner for global 
screening:

WorldWatch Plus® will enhance your instant screening products with 
unmatched reach and 12-months of monitoring. Search over 2,000 criminal, 
terrorism, financial and medical watch lists and sanction data sources. Data is 
refreshed daily.
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International Screening Solutions
114 TownPark Drive, Suite 540
Kennesaw, GA 30144 
678-784-7640
Ken.Kunsman@intlscreening.com 
www.intlscreening.com
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Heather Browning
Executive Vice President
OPENonline
hbrowning@openonline.com
(614) 481-6006 Direct
(614) 481-6980 Fax
www.OPENonline.com
Facebook.com/OPENonlineLLC
Twitter.com/Background Pros
LinkedIn.com/company/OPENonline
YouTube.com/OPENonlineLLC

      Accredited by the National Association of Professional Background Screeners 
      (NAPBS®) Background Screening Credentialing Council (BSCC) for compliance 
      with the Background Screening Agency Accreditation Program (BSAAP)
      
      Accredited by the Better Business Bureau (BBB) with an A+ rating

      Certified Small Business by the Small Business Association (SBA)

OPENonline offers a broad range of employment screening, drug screening, 
investigative services and employment eligibility verification services, including 
SelectHire®, a one stop solution for employment screening. The company is 
dedicated to helping customers save time and money by providing background 
information that is current, accurate and compliant with exceptional customer 
service. For more information, visit www.OPENonline.com or call 1-800-935-6736.

Mike Hovorka                                                               
Orange Tree Employment Screening                      
7275 Ohms Lane,                                   
Minneapolis, MN, 55439 
1-800-886-4777                                     
mhovorka@otes.com
www.orangetreescreening.com

  

At Orange Tree, we’re one of you – 

Professionals. We’ve been there, know what’s on the line and know the nuance 
required to hire the right candidate – fast. Even more, from “Hello” to “Hired” 
we’re remarkably easy to work with and have unique HR-friendly tools that 
eliminate unnecessary steps and even automate the decisioning process. And, of 
course, we’re happy to provide all the care and guidance you need along the way. 
Smile. It’s Orange Tree.

Minneapolis, MN 55439
United States

www.orangetreescreening.com

Peter Seidman
VP Sales and Marketing
Orange Tree Employment 
Screening7275 Ohms Lane

952.358.7106
info@otes.com
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Orange Tree. Hire with Confidence.™

Having been in the industry for more than 25 years, Orange Tree’s 
technology-driven background screening solutions have helped companies to 
Hire With Confidence™.  We are a national and global provider that specializes 
in providing a full range of technology-based screening solutions with a 
commitment to excellent customer care and compliance best practices.  We 
help companies observe federal, state and local regulatory requirements while 
offering the flexibility to tailor searches to particular industry sectors and 
individual lines of business – ensuring the best possible screening outcomes 
and experience for you, your candidates and your company.
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The Pre-Employment Screening Program (PSP) offers background 
screeners instant, online access to commercial drivers’ crash and inspection 
U.S. DOT histories from the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s 
(FMCSA) Motor Carrier Management Information System (MCMIS). PSP 
records are available for the motor carrier and motorcoach industries and 
may only be used as part of the pre-employment screening process. PSP 
helps carriers make better informed hiring decisions so that the safest 
drivers are behind the wheels of commercial vehicles.  PSP records are 
updated monthly, the service is accessible 24×7, and customer service is 
available via phone or email.  PSP records cost $10.

Pre-Employment 
Screening Program
1-877-642-9499
PSPhelp@egov.com
www.psp.fmcsa.dot.gov
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Kevin P. Prendergast
President & General Counsel
27999 Clemens Road
Westlake, OH 44145
Phone: 440-892-1000, x.235
Toll Free: 800-255-9693, x235
Fax: 440-892-9439
Email: kprendergast@raiglobal.com 

Research Associates, Inc. is a professional investigative firm specializing in 
obtaining information for businesses worldwide. Founded in 1953, RAI caters to 
firms seeking high-levels of customer service and superior results. RAI performs 
employment background investigations, business investigations, competitive 
intelligence inquiries and due diligence investigations in every major commercial 
location worldwide. Our impressive group of clients comes from many industries 
including accounting, finance and law. There is a difference between a 
background check and a background investigation. For more information, go to 
www.raiglobal.com or call 800.255.9693. Leading firms trust RAI for all of their 
investigative needs. 

Peopletrail® is a leading provider of custom employment screening, criminal 
background checks, tenant screening, drug screening, ATS integration, & 
corporate security solutions.

Oracle validated integration. NAPBS accredited. Only Peopletrail® combines 
superior customer service through dedicated account managers with efficient, 
state-of-the-art technology integration to deliver on-demand, accurate and 
timely consumer reporting results.  Trusted and respected by government 
agencies and Fortune 500 to small up-and-coming businesses, Peopletrail® 
provides Actionable insight you trust®.

Get the vested expertise required to provide fast and accurate compliance-
focused reporting results to meet your individual needs.

Get your own complimentary consultation today.  Call 866.223.8822 or visit 
www.peopletrail.com

Peopletrail
65 East Wadsworth Park Drive,
Draper UT  84020
866-223-8822
support@peopletrail.com
www.peopletrail.com
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Dawson Hicks
VP Client Services
Sentinel Background Checks
710 Oakfield Dr. Suite 254
Brandon, FL 33511 USA
Phone: 888-725-2535
info@sbchecks.com
www.sbchecks.com

Sentinel Background Checks is a national and international provider of 
comprehensive pre-employment background checks and tenant screening. 
Our mission is to provide the highest degree of competent, accurate and 
professional background screening solutions.

Our portfolio of services can be custom tailored to companies of all sizes with 
the common goal of helping properly screen applicants and make an informed 
decision. With more than 30 years of combined industry experience, we 
understand our clients and strive to not only fulfill their needs, but establish a 
long-lasting relationship.

Use Sentinel Background Checks as your prerequisite to a safe hire.
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Shield Screen, LLC. is an accredited national background screening company 
that specializes in quick, accurate criminal and verification services.  Shield’s 
goal is to takes a hands-on approach in crafting customized solutions that 
provide you with the information you need to on-board and maintain solid, 
well qualified employees, in a cost effective manner.

We have combined our technology, service and processes with our products
to improve compliance, turnaround times, and more!

st

Ji Kim
Director of Business Development
Shield Screen
6810 East 121    Street
Bixby, OK 74008
Phone 800-260-3738
Fax 800-737-5184
www.shieldscreening.com

Shield Screen, LLC. is an accredited national background screening company
that specializes in quick, accurate criminal and verification services. Shield’s
goal is to take a hands-on approach in crafting customized solutions that
provide you with the information you need to on-board and maintain solid,
well qualified employees, in a cost effective manner.

We have combined our technology, service and processes with our products
to improve compliance, turnaround times, and more!
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THIS COMPANY HAS WORKED
9 DAYS

MONTHS
WITHOUT A BAD HIRE.

Zero Bad Hires® Should be Goal #1

Do you have a hiring record worth bragging about?
When was the last time your company made a bad hire?

YEARS!

PreemploymentDirectory.com has the knowledge, experience and resources that can help take 
your hiring to the next level and avoid making bad hires. We can’t promise you 9 years without a 

bad hire, but we will help you create a screening program that is worth celebrating.
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Corporate Research and Investigations (CRI) Group is a global supplier of risk 
management, forensic accounting, due diligence and background screening 
services for some of the world’s leading business organizations. CRI Group 
safeguards businesses by establishing the legal compliance, financial viability, and 
integrity levels of outside partners, suppliers and customers seeking to affiliate 
with your business. With experts based in eight offices covering four continents, 
CRI Group’s purpose is to provide the knowledge, systems and solutions that 
fortify worldwide business integrity and preserve the global marketplace. Visit 
www.CRIGroup.com for more information.

Zafar I. ANJUM, MSc, CFE, CIS, MICA, Int. Dip. 
(Fin. Crime), CII, MIPI
Group Chief Executive Officer
Corporate Research & Investigations Limited
Level 37, 1 Canada Square, London E14 5AA, 
United Kingdom
T: +44 2034782448 M: +44 (0)7588 454959
E: zanjum@crigroup.com www.crigroup.com     

Applicant Insight is a global provider of background screening, substance abuse 
testing and occupational health screening services.    

Our background screening solutions are accredited by the Background Screening 
Credentialing Council (BSCC) as recognized by the National Association of 
Professional Background Screeners (NAPBS) Background Screening Agency 
Accreditation Program (BSAAP). 

We offer an extensive array of screening services and integrated technology-driven 
solutions. Ai’s secure, web based platforms and integrations provide seamless data 
exchange with leading third party ATS and HRIS solutions.  

nomoreformsTM, our proprietary, patented solution provides paperless onboarding 
of applicants through a web-based interactive interface and backend-management-
portal eliminating paper-intensive processes. 

R

Contact Information:

(800) 771.7703
sales@ainsight.com
www.ainsight.com
www.nomoreforms.com
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Employment Background 
Investigations, Inc.
PO Box 629
Owings Mills, MD 21117
USA
1.800.324.7700
1.410.486.0730
sales@ebiinc.com

Employment Background Investigations, Inc. (EBI) is a technology-driven innovator 
and leader in providing domestic and global pre-employment background checks, 
drug testing, occupational health screening, and I-9 compliance solutions for 
employers. EBI specializes in the development, implementation and management 
of comprehensive and customized employment screening programs for over 5,000 
clients worldwide. EBI boasts an industry-leading customer retention rate, thanks 
in part to their 100% US-based customer care team. 

9001:2008 Certified for Quality Management.  EBI is also accredited through the 
National Association of Professional Background Screeners (NAPBS) Background 
Screening Agency Accreditation Program.  EBI is the only NAPBS Accredited 
background screening firm in the world to be both ISO 27001 and 9001 Certified.

www.ebiinc.com EBI is proud to be ISO 27001:2013 Certified for information security and ISO 
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As the trusted partner of over 45,000 organizations worldwide, we at First 
Advantage provide easy-to-understand background checks so you can 
confidently make decisions about prospective employees, vendors and 
renters. Not only does this safeguard your brand, but you also arrive at 
dramatically better background insights – insights you can rely on.

Access criminal record searches; education, employment, and 
professional license verifications; global sanction searches; credit checks; 
I-9 processing; fingerprint screening and drug testing and more. It’s time 
to partner with First Advantage. Now in 27 locations, 13 countries and 
conducting over 54 million international background screens annually 
on 16.8 million applicants.

First Advantage
solutions@fadv.com
844.317.4232
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Huaxia Credit is the oldest provider of professional Pre-Employment 
reports in China and has been providing services throughout China and 
the world since 2001. Our reports are provided in a timely manner to 
meet our client’s compliance and regulatory requirements. Our accuracy 
has never been questioned and sets the standard by which all others 
are measured. Huaxia Credit provides a wide variety of Pre-Employment 
reports based on reliable sources to meet our clients’ needs and in 
partnership with our sister company, Huaxia Dunn & Bradstreet China, 
can provide added value to our services with Company Credit History 
Reports. Our services are unmatched in China.

Huaxia International 
Credit Consulting Co., Ltd.
Room 1801, 18/F Tower3,
Beijing International Center,
No.38 Yard East Third Ring North 
Road,
Chaoyang District, 
Beijing, China 100026
Phone: +86 10 65665672
yabei_hu@huaxiacredit.com
www.huaxiacredit.com

Garda Background Screening Solutions company pro�le

Garda Background Screening Solutions is recognized as the most trusted 
and leading Canadian owned and operated provider of background 
screening solutions. Customers count on our professional teams to 
provide them with vital information to make informed business decisions 
on the suitability or risk level of any applicant, contractor or employee. 
Our consultative approach enables us to tailor our solutions to our clients’ 
needs and our bilingual specialists are highly trained and adept at finding 
the information necessary to manage your risks and avoid losses.

Garda Background Screening Solutions
900-305 Milner Ave 
Toronto (Ontario)  
M1B3V4 
Toronto      
Phone: +1 877 359 8130 x 7882                                  
salesinfo@gardape.com
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Dawson Hicks
VP Client Services
Sentinel Background Checks
710 Oakfield Dr. Suite 254
Brandon, FL 33511 USA
Phone: 888-725-2535
info@sbchecks.com
www.sbchecks.com

Sentinel Background Checks is a national and international provider of 
comprehensive pre-employment background checks and tenant screening. 
Our mission is to provide the highest degree of competent, accurate and 
professional background screening solutions.

Our portfolio of services can be custom tailored to companies of all sizes with 
the common goal of helping properly screen applicants and make an informed 
decision. With more than 30 years of combined industry experience, we 
understand our clients and strive to not only fulfill their needs, but establish a 
long-lasting relationship.

Use Sentinel Background Checks as your prerequisite to a safe hire.

Ken Kunsman
Chief Marketing Officer

      •  Pure focus on international
      •  Largest global coverage
      •  Industry-best compliance and TAT
      •  History of quality
      •  Best-in-class vendor management

Let’s work together to build your international reach.

International may be 20% of your business, but it’s 100% of ours. Our partners 
have excellent domestic practices. They count on ISS for the rest of the world.  
ISS is committed to being the industry’s best wholesale partner for global 
screening:

WorldWatch Plus® will enhance your instant screening products with 
unmatched reach and 12-months of monitoring. Search over 2,000 criminal, 
terrorism, financial and medical watch lists and sanction data sources. Data is 
refreshed daily.
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International Screening Solutions
114 TownPark Drive, Suite 540
Kennesaw, GA 30144 
678-784-7640
Ken.Kunsman@intlscreening.com 
www.intlscreening.com
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Use Straightline International for International (Record) Checks.  We 
provide criminal, civil, marriage, divorce, birth, death, address verification, 
employment, education, business registration  and more directly from 
the courts, police, justice systems, schools, businesses, and public record 
offices. First hand documentation from the source. Compliance issues 
addressed. Copies and certifications available. 

Steve Brownstein
Straightline International
PMB 1007 Box 10001
Saipan, MP 96950 USA
Phone: 1-866-909-6678
From Outside the USA 
Call: +44-207-900-2849
www.straightlineinternational.com
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Finding the truth in today’s digital world requires more than running a few 
databases. Savvy job candidates concoct false identities, create fake educational 
credentials and invent �ctional references.   At RAI, our investigators work through 
the maze of deception to produce a thorough and comprehensive investigative 

report. The path to the truth is not accomplished by cutting corners.

There is a difference between a background 
“check” and a background investigation.

A Cheap Background Check Cannot  
Defeat a Maze of Deception.

Discover the RAI di�erence at: www.raiglobal.com



There is no other global screening company that takes information 
security, legal compliance and quality management as seriously as EBI.

Background Screening. Drug Testing.Occupational Health Screening. E-Verify.

Discover A New Level of 
Screening Performance

No Offshoring of PII

No Data
Scraping Completely  Domestic Customer

Service and Operations Center

Employment Background Investigations • www.ebiinc.com • 800.324.7700

Screening News NetworkSM

Bringing You the Latest Screening News and Legislative Issues.

www.ebiinc.com/screening-news-network

Information
Security

Quality 
Management

Founding
Member

EBI is a registered trademark of Employment Background Investigations, Inc.

Screening News Network
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